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HOW TO HIRE A VA

CHECKLIST
with Online Organisation Coach, Aerlie Wildy

Hi I'm Aerlie!
I'm an Online Organisation Coach for women in
business. I help women organise their time and
their systems so that they can get things done
without burning out.

Getting a VA is one of the ways they can make
the most of their time because:

YOU CAN'T DO IT ALL
I can't resist a good CHECKLIST,
and I think we might have that in common!
Hiring a VA can seem like a maze of questions, and it can be really
overwhelming.

I’ve provided you with a checklist to help you navigate the
process, and to help you weave your way towards hiring a VA
that’s right for you, so that you business can grow.

This Checklist covers the main steps you need cover with
additional tips consider at the conclusion.

I know myself some of these steps can trip me up, which is why
I've created VA Prep School. I can take you through all of the
steps, answer your questions and show you HOW to get the right
VA for you how to maximise the return on your investment.

Step

1

: Making the Decisions

Take the time to get clear on exactly what you
need. If you're not sure of this, then you can end
up paying in time and money.

Identify the regular processes in your business
that aren't reliant on you, that you don't want to
spend your time on
Note: Make sure know know the process well

Prioritise the list, and decide exactly which
tasks and processes you will outsource

Step

2

: Getting Organised

Set up everything your VA will need to be able to
complete the project.

Map out the process clearly
Note: you can record this on video, dot points or
screenshots

Identify how you will know the project will be
finished

Gather all of the resources they will need

Step

3

: Finding the Right VA

Take the time to do some research and interview
VA's. They need to be a good match with you, and
you need to feel comfortable.

Create a short job description

Interview via Skype or Zoom

Start planning what
you can do with your
extra time!

Step

4

: Working Well Together

Great communication is the key once you've hired
your VA.

Take time to teach them the task

Give feedback regularly (if an ongoing project)

Hiring a VA Checklist

Final Tips about hiring a VA

Hiring a VA is meant to give you more time, but if you haven't taken the time to
get clear and set up the processes early on, it will only cost you more money and
time later. Don't skip the set up!

Hiring a VA is driven by you. You know what is best for your business.
It helps to be confident about what works best for you - even if you think your
step by step process is awkward, uses old technology, or isn't the 'best' way of
doing it.
It's a part of understanding you and your business. They might be able to help
you later with a new way - but make sure they're getting the results you want
first.

Start small you're worried about cashflow. You can hire a VA for small tasks as a
one off project. Don't feel like you need to lock in a monthly contract if you're not
comfortable with that.

Make sure you sync the skills you need for your tasks with the tasks of the VA.
There are a lot of specialised VA's with awesome skills, but it needs to be the
skill set that matches your needs.

Give yourself time. Don't wait until you need a VA NOW - the pre-work will end up
rushed, and it won't flow smoothly. If you take the time to get this organised
when you have the time, you will nail it.

Are you ready to share the load
and reclaim your time ?

Introducing VA Prep School

A step by step program for entrepreneurs
who want to start outsourcing and spend more
time ON their business.

Are you ready to take the next step towards having some day to day operations
managed, so that you can work in your zone of genius?

VA Prep School is a step by step program that leads you through
- how to decide what to outsource so you can spend more time in your zone of
genius
- how to teach the task to your VA so you can communicate clearly and confidently
with them
- how to organise the resources they need to complete the task so you know they
have all they need to complete their work
- how to source and hire the VA so you can find the right person for you
- how to manage a successful outsourcing relationship so you can maximise your
return on investment
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